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1. INTRODUCTION 
A successful application of the theory of dynamic programming (DP) for 
solving a problem is determined by the functional equation (or equations) 
of the problem which is suitably transliterated from the principle of 
optimality (e.g., see Bellman [S, p. 831). As stated in Bellman and Lee [ 10, 
p. 11, the basic form of the functional equation of DP is 
f(P) = opt %4 4, f(T(P, 4111 
where p and q represent the state and decision vectors, respectively, T 
represents the transformation of the process, and f(p) represents the 
optimal return function with initial state p (here opt denotes max or min). 
As the form (1) indicated, there are inequalities to be treated before each 
optimal state can be successively attained. In other words, the form (1) is 
an equation in expression but inequalities in essence. Naturally, there is a 
close relationship between the development of the theory of DP and that of 
the theory of inequalities. It is significant but by no means accidental that 
an elegant proof of the usual arithmetic-geometric (A-G) inequality was 
recorded in Beckenbach and Bellman [2, p. 61 (or Bellman [3]). In the 
development of the theory of inequalities, the three basic inequalities, 
namely, the A-G, Holder (in particular, Cauchy), and Minkowski 
inequalities, have played major roles (e.g., see Beckenbach and Bellman 
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[2]; Hardy et al. [13]; Mitrinovic [24]). In the recent years, fwamoto 
[ 14, 181 established a family of inequalities (including the three basic ones) 
by the DP approach, while Wang [28,32] established them by the 
functional equation approach. 
In the 50s inequalities concerning indefinite forms and Lorentz spaces 
were independently studied by AczCl and Varga [ 11, Bellman [4], Bochner 
[ 1 I], Murnaghan [25], and Popoviciu [27]. Fundamentally, their results 
are variants of the usual Holder and Minkowski inequalities which can be 
readily established by suitable transposition of the original inequalities. 
However, their applications are as broad as those of the usual ones if not 
more (e.g., see [ 1 I, 23, 33-37)). Very recently, Wang [33] reformulated 
threse variants and reestablished them by the functional equation approach 
in a unified manner with some generalizations. 
So far. most of the works mentioned above are inequalities in discrete 
form. The reestablishment of their continuous counterparts (including the 
three basic inequalities) can be, however, found in Iwamoto and Wang 
[22, 231. These reestablishments were accomplished by applying the con- 
tinuous DP approach, using a necessary partial differential equation of DP 
devised by the principle of optimality of Bellman [S] (see also Bellman 
16, 71; Bellman and Kalaba [9]; Iwamoto [ 191). 
Moreover, Iwamoto [20] introduced a reverse theorem in mathematical 
programming problems with the DP scheme. By the theorem, he 
established reverse, reverseedual, and reverse-inverse programs of the dis- 
Crete case and their applications. On the other hand, Iwamoto [21] 
created a dynamic inversion of the classical variational problems (e.g., see 
Hardy et ul. [13]) by a use of his inverse theory (cf. [19]) of the DP of 
Bellman [S]. 
In view of the above, corresponding to inequalities concerning indefinite 
forms Cl. 4, 11, 25, 27, 331, the characteristics of reverse inequalities, in 
association with the reverse function and reverse program in the sense of 
lwamoto [I 19, 211, can be formulated into several theorems. This is the 
motivation of this paper. 
TO this end, in Section 2, we shall summarize notation and definitions 
that will be used. In the following sections we shall successively present 
theorems for the discrete and continuous cases together with some exam- 
ples. 
2. NOTATIONS AND DEFINITIONS 
Let us begin by displaying some notation and symbols that we shall 
need: 
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R = the field of real numbers; 
R+=(tER( t>O}; 
RN = &Y = (x, ,..., x,,,) I x, E R? n = l,..., N}; 
i = (x, )..., XN- , ), .u = (X,\, _ , )...) x, ). 
Let X, be an interval of R, n = I,..., N, for IV2 2. Define X as the Car- 
tesian product X= X, x . . . xX,. A continuous function f: R --) R is called 
a recursive function on Xx R if it can be expressed as 
f(& k) =f,(x,, fAX,,...,fN(-Y.h’r k))...) (2) 
where fn:X,,xrange(f,+,)-+R(16n<N-1) and f,:X,xR-,R are 
continuous (e.g., see Iwamoto [15, p. 254; 20, p. 23). In particular, f is 
called a recursive function with strict increasingness on Xx R if 
fi: range(fn+,)+R for .Y,EX,, (l<n<N-1) and f-r;“:R+R for 
xN E XN are strictly increasing, where w~( .) = M(S, . ), range( f,) = (s I s = 
fn(.Y,r t), (.x,z, t) E X” xrange(f,+,)}, l<n<N-1, and range(f,,,)= 
(s 1 s=f,(x,; t), (x,; t) c X, x R}. 
Given a recursive function f with strict increasingness on Xx R, define 
its reverse function f _~ I: x -+ R by 
(3) 
where 2=X,xX,-,x ... xX, xrange(f,), (.f$)-’ is the inverse 
function of fz (1 <n<N-1), and 0 is the composition of functions. 
F={fJf:XxR-+R} is the set of recursive functions with strict 
increasingness on Xx R. 
Note. A function f is called a recursive function on X if it is defined on 
X only. For the definition of its reverse function f , in this case, the 
function .f, is naturally defined on XN while the other requirements remain 
the same. 
?r* is used to indicate the optimal point of x at which the optimal value 
of a corresponding recursive function (or functions) is attained by means of 
the DP approach [ 14-21) or the functional equations approach [28-321. 
For the classical inequalities cited here without reference, one should 
refer to Beckenbach and Bellman [2], Hardy er al. [13], or Mitrinovic 
c241. 
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3. REVERSION CONCERNING ONE FUNCTION 
Let SE F and let f.-, be its reverse function. Then using the DP (or 
functional equation) approach, we obtain (cf. Iwamoto [20]) 
maxf(,u’, x,~, k) = h 
I 
and 
minj-,(x,, -C h)=k, 
)i 
respectively. Since h and k satisfy 
and 
f I(XN? .t, f(i, xN, k)) = h-, 
respectively, h = h(k) and k =k(h) are two strictly increasing functions 
where one is the inverse of the other. 
We now summarize the above as our first theorem (with its obvious 
proof omitted). 
THEOREM 1. Let f and f ~~, be @en as above and let h and k be tbzw 
arbitrary constants. Then the main inequalit?- 
f(.t .vN, kj<h (orah) (41 
holds for (.U. Y,,,) E RN iff its reverse inequalit?l 
f ,(.u,, 2, h) 2 k (ordk) (5) 
holds for (x N, -U) E R”. In either case, equality holds iff x = x*. 
Note. Here and in what follows the term “for (“f, xN) E RN” (etc.) is 
used to indicate that the corresponding function is well defined over a 
suitable subset of R”. 
In order to demonstrate Theorem 1, two examples are given as follows: 
EXAMPLE 1 (Iwamoto [20]). The main inequality 
(l-~~,)exp(.r,)+(t-sz)exp(.~,+-uz)+. 
+(l -x,)exp(x,+x,+ ... +.u,~) 
+kexp(x,+x,+ ... +x,)<expexp...expk (6) 
.Ntlmes 
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holds for x E RN, k E R, while its reverse inequality 
(xN--l)+(xN-r-l)exp(-x,)+ ... 
+(.x~-l)exp(-x,V-x,-,- ... -.Q) 
+(x,-l)exp(-x,-x,-,- ... -x,) 
+hexp(-x,-x,-,- .‘. -x1) 
2 log log. . . log h 
Ntimes 
(7) 
holds for x E RN, h E R +. On the other hand, equality holds in (6) or (7) for 
x,* =exp... expk=log...logh, 1 <n<N-1, and x,$=k=log...logh. 
IN-n)times n times 
EXAMPLE 2 (Iwamoto [203). The main inequality 
x,+x;’ x2+(x,x,)-‘x3+ ... +(r~,...~~~-~)-‘.~~,+(x,...x~)~‘k 
> 22[1 - (~:2”)]k~,2” 
, (8) 
holds for x,,, k E Rt , 1 6 n d N, while its reverse inequality 
XN(X,~-I(...X2(X,(h-,YL)-X?_)... -.U,\r-l)-X,v) 
< h2’“/22(2” - 1) (9) 
holds for x,,, 1 <n < N, with the values inside all the parentheses (... ) 
nonnegative and h E R +. On the other hand, equality holds in (8) and (9) 
for X:=21~-(1~2’n-n’,.k1/2iN-n+‘)=21~-2”.h2”-’, ldn<N- 1, X$=kl;2= 
2, ~~ php- I. 
Remurk. The left hand side of (9) can be carried out as 
2 -X;-XNXN_,- ... -XNXN-m,“’ x2x; + xNxN- , . . . x2x, h. 
4. REVERSION CONCERNING Two FUNCTIONS 
We state and prove a pair of inequalities concerning two functions in F 
as follows: 
THEOREM 2. Let f and g be two given functions in 9. Then the main 
inequality 
f(x) Q g(-x) (10) 
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holds jtir .Y E RM !ff its reverse inequulit.? 
f-I(-Y)b g-1(-~) 
holds for .Y E R”. In either case equality hold~y {rf s = s*. 





g(.u)= g,(-y,, gdx, ,..., g,v(.Yv))..‘) 
where .~J-L, ‘1, gn(-yn, .) (1 <n 6 N - I). .f:,( .), and g,,,(.) are continuous 
strictly increasing functions (and therefore invertible). Letting 
xg = f(x) = f( 2, .K ,\(), 
we have 
Now assuming that (10) holds for .YE R, we have 
(12) 
S" Q g(Y, x2') 
which is equivalent to 
xv3 g-,(-C, x()). (13) 
From ( 12) and ( 13), ( 11) follows. Similarly, the converse is true (where 
(s’, s,,) is identified with s by shifting 1). The equality case of (10) or ( 11) 
can be established by the optimal process (of DP) as indicated at the 
beginning of Section 2. We omit an evident detail. This concludes the proof. 
Theorem 2 has a wide range of applications as revealed in the following 
examples. (e.g., see [2. 13, 241). 
EXAMPLE 3. The usual A-G inequality with equal weights 
(.~,-x,J”~~(x, + ... +x,)/N (14) 
holds for I, 2 0, 1 6 n < N, while its reverse inequality 
x:(x,,, . . s,)-‘>,Nx,-x2- ... -.K.~ _ (15) 
holds for .Y, 30, X~ > 0, 2 d n 6 N. On the other hand, equality holds in 
(14) or (15) iff .r:= ... =s,$. 
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Remark. The condition xp = . . . = x$ = N,u: - x; - . . - x,; for ( 15 ) 
is equivalent to the condition .e = . . . = x;. 
EXAMPLE 4. Let r: [O, cc) + [0, cc) be a continuous strictly increasing 
convex function with r(0) =0 and r(c0) = co. Then an extension of the 
A-G inequality (14) 
r( (x, . . * xN) ‘IN) f [r(x,) + . * . + r(x,)]/N (16) 
holds for x, > 0. 1 ,< n < N, while its reverse inequality 
(r-l(xL))N(xN... x2)--’ 2r-‘(Nx, -r(xz)- ... -r(xN)) (17) 
holds for x, > 0, 2 <n 6 N, Nx, - r(xz) - *. . - r(xN) - . . . - r(xN) > 0; on 
the other hand, in (16) or (17) iff XT= ... =xX=r-‘(Nxf- 
r(x:) - . . . - r(x,$)). 
EXAMPLE 5. The usual Cauchy inequality 
(alx, + . . . + aNxN)’ < (a: + . . . + a’,)(xf + . . . + x’,) 
holds for x, 2 0, 1 d n < N, while its reverse inequality 




holds for x, > 0, 1 <n 6 N, and x, > (a: + . *. + a’,)(xz + . . . + xi), where 
a,,..., aN are positive real constants. On the other hand, equality holds in 
(18) or (19) iff x,X/u1 = x:/a2 = . .’ =x:/a,.,. 
EXAMPLE 6 (Mitrinovic [24), p. 1123). Let r be a continuous strictly 





r 1 (-l)n-l~,, < C 1-I)“-‘rtx,,) 
?I=1 n=, 
for x, > x2 > ... > xZN-, > 0, while its reverse inequality 
(-l)“-‘r(x,) > 
for x2>xj> *.. >xziv-, >r-‘(xI)-C~tt;’ (-l)“-‘x,>O. 
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5. REVERSION CONCERNING COMPOSITE FUNCTIONS I 
We state and prove two theorems concerning three functions from 9 
and a bivariate positive function as follows. 
THEOREM 3. Let L g, and h be three given functions in 9 and 
u: R’ + R’ be a given .function. Then the main inequalit! 
holds for ?I, J'E R", iff its retlerse inequalit) 
holds for (?, s,), (?;, yO) E R”. In addition, equalit), holds in (20) or (21) .for 
.Y=.Y* andy=y*, rvhere x(;” = g(x*) and J’; = h(y*). 
Proof: As indicated above, setting for X, J’E R.‘. 
we have 
?(N = h ,(!:, .,-oh 
After rewriting (20) as 
.f‘(U(.~,, J7*L..., 4-K.N- ,, J'N- I). u(xv. J.,v)J d U(S~, j))), 
a use of Theorem 1 gives 
(22) 
(23) 
.f- I(l4.Y N -,,!'/L I 1 ?..., U(.~,,P,), U(.~O,'O))~U(.~,~.~N). (24) 
Substituting (22) and (23) in (24), (21) follows. The equality case of (21) is 
the natural consequence of optimization. 
Since the converse can be readily established with a similar argument, 
the proof is complete. 
In order to demonstrate the applicability of Theorem 3, several examples 
are presented. 
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EXAMPLE 7 (Cauchy and Aczel inequalities). 
x,y,+ --* +x.YyN<(x:+ ‘.. +x;)“(yf+ ..’ +y:p 
for X, I’E RN,, 
xoyo-y,y1- .‘- --X,-,1)&[ 
2 (+.y; - --. -x’,_,,*:‘* o$- J$ - . . . - yf- *)I.2 
for x0> (x:+ ... +x~-,)‘/~, yo>(y:+ ... + JI~-~)~“. These inequalities 
can be established by considering f(z) = z, + . . + I,,,, 
g(z) = h(z) = (z: + ..* + zg*;* and u(s, t) = st. 
Remark. Here and in what follows the equality cases are not presented 
explicitly, since they are the natural consequence of optimization, 
EXAMPLE 8 (Holder and Popoviciu inequalities). For p > 1, 
XI Yl + ... +x,y,<@+ ... +xpNpp(yq+ ... +y;p (25) 
for X, y E Ry 
yoJ’o-x,J-,- ..’ -X,&,J’,,-, 
2(x$-xy- ... -.upy-,)‘~yy~-),rf- ‘I. -y$-,)‘:q (26) 
for $2x:,+ ... +xp~-,, y;>yy+ ... + J$-~, q=p/(p- 1). These 
inequalities can be established by considering f and u given as above, and 
g(z)=(z’;+ .‘* +zp,p, h(z)=(;‘:+ ... +zg? 
The inequality signs in (25) and (26) are reversed for 0 < p < 1. 
EXAMPLE 9 (Minkowski and Lorentz inequalities). For p > I, 
[(x,+y,)P+(x*+y*)P+ .-- +(x,v+y,v)pl’~p 
<(xy+xp+ ... +x~)‘~p+(y~+,~~+ ‘.. +J+p (27) 
for x, y E RN,, 
[(x,+yo)P-(x,+y,)P- ... -(x,~,+y.~,)“l’;p 
>(xg-x.y- ... -q-,)IIP+(yg-yf- .*. -y)‘pN-,pJ (28) 
for x6 3 x7 + . . . +x$-l, yg>Jy+ ... +)‘pN-1. 
These inequalities can be established by considering j(z) = g(z) = h(z) = 
(z? + . . . +zpN)‘IP and U(S, t) = s + I. 
The inequality signs in (27) and (28) are reversed for 0 < p < 1. 
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EXAMPLE 10 (Cebyshev inequality and its reverse ). 
y,+ ‘.’ $.I’.\~ m2+2?‘,\rL ,>Ny,. J%,>, ..’ 3j,y , . 
These inequalities can be established by considering f‘( r ) = g(z) = h( 2 ) = 
(liN)(z, + ... +z=,) and U(S, r)=st. 
6. REVERSION CONCERNING COMPOSITE FUNCTIONS 11 
We state and prove a pair of inequalities concerning four functions 
similar to those given in Theorem 3. 
THEOREM 4. Let f; g, and h be three continuous .fimctions on R,’ and 
II: R’-+ R’ he a continuous function such that u(s, .) is strict!,? increasing 
l\sith respect to the secorui wriahle for each s E R. Then the rnairl inequalit~~ 
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holds for x, y E RN [ff its reverse inequality 
h(u-,(x,,z,),tl~-,(x,,zZ), . . . . u-.,(x.~.=,vjj~u~,(g(,~j,f(=j) (30) 
holds for x, z E RN. In addition, equality holds in (29) for s = .Y* and ,I’ = p* 
while equality holds in (30) for x=x* and z = z* with z: = u(.Y,*, y”), 
l<n<N. 
Proof As indicated above, setting 
- =4x,, 21,j, An 1 ,< n d N for .x, y E RN, 
we have 
Yn=~-*bm znh l<n<N. 
(31) 
(32) 
Substituting (31) into (29), we have 
f(Z, T...T zN) > U(g(Xj, h(y)). (33) 
A use of Theorem 1 on (33 ) gives 
My I*..., YN) G u-,(g(xj, f(z)). (34) 
Combining (32) and (34), (29) follows. Since the converse can be similarly 
carried out the proof is complete. 
Since the reversion given in Theorem 4 has an invertible U, we call 
inequality (29) u-reversible. For a demonstration, we again consider the 
Minkowski inequality (27). 
EXAMPLE Il. Consider the Minkowski inequality (27) as a main 
inequality whose u-reversible inequality is for p > 1, 
for x, y E R” with z, = (x, + Y,)~, and z,, B x{, 1 <n < N. 
Inequalities (27) and (35) can be established by considering J’(z) = 
X:,“% I Z”, g(z) = h(z) = CC,“= I z:)‘~P and U(S, 1) = (s-t t)“. 
Remark. The main inequalities given in Examples 7 and 8 (that is, 
Cauchy and Holder inequalities) are also u-reversible. 
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7. REVERSION CONCERNING INTEGRALS 
In this section, we consider reversion involving integrals. Let X, .v: 
[IO, ~I+~+, T> 0, be continuous functions, f, g, h: R!+ -+ R!+ be onto 
strictly increasing continuous functions and u: R + x R + + R + be a con- 
tinuous function. Setting X(f) = 1: g(?c(s)) ds, Y(t) = l: h( y(s)) ds, we 
present a theorem for the continuous case with its obvious proof omitted. 
We also use .< for d.xldt, etc. 
THEOREM 5. The main inequalifq 
f -’ (j,h(x(s), Y(s)) ds) 
(36 1 
holds on [0, T], iff its reverse inequalit) 
s )4g -I( -J?(s)), hk’( - p(s))) ds 
G-Mg--‘iW)), h-‘i Y(t))) (37) 
holds on [0, T]. In addition, equality holds for X= X* and Y = Y* $f 
equalit)’ holds for x =x* and y = y*, brhere X*(t) = 11’ g(x*(s)) ds, efc. 
In order to demonstrate Theorem 5, a simple example is in order. 
EXAMPLE 12 (Minkowski inequality and its reverse inequality ). 
[i 
“,I (x(s) + .l’(s)jp ds 
1 
I” 
<[~l’.xp(.~)ds]“p+[j~yp(s)ds]‘p (forp>l) (38) 
for -x(t), y(t)>/0 on [0, T]. The equality holds in i38) iff y(t) = c-y(t) on 
[0, T], where c is a positive constant: 
-7 
! [( -%(s))“~ + (- $-(.s))“~]~ ds< [P’(t) + Y’,p(t)]” (39) , 
for X(t) = [I: xP(s) ds]‘!p, etc. on [O, T]. Equality holds in (39) iff 
Y(t) = cX(t) on [0, T], where c is a positive constant. 
These inequalities (38) and (39) can be established by considering f( t ) = 
g(t) = h(t) = tP and u(s, t) = s + 1. Inequalities are reversed for 0 < p < I. 
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Remark. It is routine to consider the forward transformation X(t) = 
j& g(x(s)) ds, 0 < t < T, etc. by which the (forward) reverse inequality can be 
likewise established. Furthermore, the u-reversion given in Section 6 can be 
similarly introduced for the continuous case. However, these 
straightforward details are omitted here. 
8. REVERSION CONCERNING FUNCTIONALS 
Here, we consider the inversion of inequalities concerning a functional of 
continuously differentiable functions. 
Let T> 0 be given, and let F( f, x) be the minimum value of 
J:fCc x(s), -f(s)) d s over .Y = x(+) with s(t) = x, x(T) = 0, where 0 d t < T. 
Then naturally we have 
I ,‘.f(r: x(s), Z(s)) ds> F(t, x(t)) (40) 
for .x=x(.), 0 <t < T, with x(r) =x, x(T) = 0. For simplicity, we further 
assume that f(t, x, ,t) is strictly increasing in x on [0, CC) and strictly 
decreasing in 1 on (-co, O]. With this assumption, F(r, x) and 
f-‘(t, ?I, -3) are strictly increasing in .Y (see [21, Lemmas 1 and 2) ), where 
f -‘(t, s, .) is the inverse function of f( f, x, ). 
Now, for any s = x(t), 0 < f < T, with .u( T) = 0, we define JV( I) by 
4’(r) =j-7-t s, x(s), i(s)) ds, O<ttT. 
I 
(41) 
Then we have from (40) and (41) 
F(f. -r(t)) d j’(f) (42) 
j,(t)= -f(t, x(t), i(r)), y(T)=O. (43) 
Using (40) and (41) we obtain 
x(r)<F-‘(t,y(1)) (44) 
and 
f~-'(t,.~(t),-~(t))=.~(t). (45 1 
Applying the strict increasingness off’ - ’ with (44) and (45), we get 
f-‘(t,F-‘(t,4’(t)),-j’(t))>,.~(t). (44) 
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Integrating both sides of (46) from t to T with x(T) = 0 and using (44), we 
get 
- i ) -ys, F-y.& 1’(s)), -j(s)) ds d F--7t, y(t)). (47) 
Setting 
g(t,r’(t),j(t))= -f ~‘(t,F~l(t,).(t)),-~(t)), 
G(t,y)=F--‘(t,y), 
(47 ) becomes 
c T g(s, y(s), j$s)) dsb G(t, y(t)), O<t<T. (48) ‘f 
We now summarize the above in the following theorem. 
THEOREM 6. Let T>O be gioen, let f’(t, X, .t) be strictly increusing in s 
on [0, CD) and strictly decreasing in i on ( - K, 01, and let the flmctions I, 
y, F, G he defined as above. Then the main inequnlit!, 
i ,lf(s,r.~~)ds~F(t,.~(t)), O<t,<T (491 
holds for x = x(. ) with x(T) = 0, x(t) 2 0 and 1(t) < 0, wlhi/e equality in (49) 
holds for .Y = .Y* $f the reuerse inequality 
j?g(s,?.:~)ds~G(t,~(t)), O<tdT (50) -, 
holds for y = y(. ) (where y is given in (4 1) ), while equalit! holds in (50) -for 
y=,‘(t)= rf(s,.u*,ut*)d.~. i ‘, 
ProojI As we just indicated a proof of the if-part of the theorem above, 
we prove its only if-part by contradiction as follows. Assuming to the con- 
trary, there exists t’(0 < t’ < T) and x’ = x’(.) such that 
I Tf(s,.W)ds<F(t’,.W)). (’ (51) 
W’IIY,I-?-Xl 
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Let 
y’(t) = 17j”(s, x’, 2) ds 
for any t(0 < t < T). Then we have 
(.52 1 
y’( t’) < F( t, x’( t’)) 
and in turn 
G(t’,y’(t’))=P(t’,y’(t’))<x’(t’). (53) 
Using (52), (53), and the strict increasingness of f( t, ., a), we obtain 
$‘(t’) < -f(t’, F-‘(t’, y’(t’)), t’(t)). (54) 
Using (54) and the strict decreasingness of f(t, x, .), we obtain 
g(t, y’(t), j(t)) > -i’(t) for t = t’. (55) 
Integrating both sides of (55) on [t, T] and considering (53), we get 
5 7 g(s, y’, 9’) ds > G( t’, y’( I’)) I’ 
which contradicts the assumption (50). This contradiction concludes the 
proof. 
For a demonstration of Theorem 6, we give several examples (e.g., see 
[21] also) as follows: 
EXAMPLE 13. The main inequality 
(56) 
holds for X= (.) with x(T) = 0 and -t(s) < 0 on [0, T], while its reverse 
inequality 
holds for y = y(.) with y(T) = 0 and p(s) < -1 on [O, 7’1. On the other 
hand, equality holds in (56) and (57) for X(S)= (x(t)/(T-t))(T-s) and 
y(s) = (y(t)/( T- t))( T- s), respectively, on [t, T] with 0 < t < T. 
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The inequalities (56) and (57) can be established by considering the 
transformation 
EXAMPLE 14 [Quadratic inequalities and their reverse inequalities (e.g., 
see [21] for a detailed account)]. (I) The main inequality 
s ’ (?r’+.~‘)ds~coth(T-t)r’(f) , (58) 
holds for I = .u(.) with .x(T) = 0 and x(t) > 0 on [0, 7J, while its reverse 
inequality 
-T 7 
1, ,i-~tanh(T-s)-~ds6jy(t)tanh(T-t) (59) 
holds for j’ = I>(. ) with y( T) = 0 and l’(t) >, 0 on [O, r]. 
(II) The main inequality 
holds for I = x(. ) with s( 1) = 0 and x(t) > 0 on [O. I], while its reverse 
inequality 
(61) 
holds for .Y = y( .) with y( 1) = 0, and y(t) > 0 on [0, I]. On the other 
hand, the signs of equality hold in (58), (59), (60), and (61 j for x(s) = 
x( t)sinh( T - s)/sinh( T - t), v(s) = Ir(t)sinh 2( T- s)/sinh 2( T- t), x(s) = 
x(Ij(lI(s+ I)- W)/(l/(t+ I)- l/2), and ~(S)=?‘(t)(l/(S+1)-11/2)i 
(l/( t + 1) - l/2), respectively, on [r, T] with 0 6 t < T. 
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